
GBDeflicker2 Release Notes 

2.4.3 (MAC CC, CS6, CS5.5 & CS5) 

 Changed: Installer will now copy the GBDeflicker plugin into the Creative Cloud plugin folder if it 

is present on the host computer. 

2.4.2 (MAC CS6, CS5.5 & CS5) 
 Changed: Mac version Application folder permissions are set to Read/Write. Was causing an 

error if installed by one user and used by a different user. 

 Changed: Now prompted to run GBDRegister is license is not activated. 

2.4.1 (MAC CS6, CS5.5 & CS5) 

 Changed: Now compatible with OS Mountain Lion Gatekeeper. 

2.4.0 (CS6, CS5.5 & CS5) 
 Changed: Updated the User’s Guide. 

2.3.4 (CS6, CS5.5 & CS5) 
 Changed: Output is watermarked during the free trial. 

2.3.3 (CS6, CS5.5 & CS5) 
 Changed: Changed installer to install for Adobe CS6. 

2.3.0 (CS5 and CS5.5) 
 Changed: Guaranteed to be compatible with Adobe CS6, when it is released. 

 Changed: Now continues to function with an invalid license, but displays a watermark on the 

output, “GBDeflicker Trial Expired”. 

2.2.1 (CS5 and CS5.5) 

 Changed: Now compatible with running After Effects in “watched folder mode” or “render 

engine” mode if the composition is rendered by only one copy of After Effects. Multiple copies 

cannot share rendering of a composition containing a GBDeflicker effect. 

 Changed: Modified the effect options and ordering 

 Changed: Major re-write of the User’s Guide 

 Added: Added a new deflicker correction method, SHIFT CORRECTION 

2.1.5 (CS5 and CS5.5) 

 Added: Controls to adjust for clipping 

 Changed: Changed name of “Nonlinear” parameter to “Gamma” to more accurately describe its 

function 



 Changed: Default parameters to Gamma= off, and Favor brighter = off, best settings based on 

user experience 

 Changed: For Premiere Elements only the luminance value can be a time varying keyframe 

parameter 

2.1.4 (CS5 and CS5.5) 
 Installer now copies GBDeflicker64 plugin to the CS5.5 Media Core folder 

 Fixed a bug in the software license module 

2.1.3 (CS5) 
 Added GBDeflickerPre.plugin (MAC) and GBDeflickerPre.aex (Windows) for use with Premiere 

Elements 9. 

 Included GBDRegister.app (MAC) for activation and management of product licenses. 

2.1.1 (CS5) 
 Change: If run without a valid license, GBDeflicker will appear in the effects list but will not 

perform the deflicker action and will display the histogram as an overlay on the output. To get 

GBDeflicker to function properly, you must either activate the free trial license or purchase a 

serial number and activate the product license. 

 Fixed: Due to a quirk in the way Adobe Media Loader loads plug-ins, GBDeflicker would 

sometimes not appear in Premiere Pro. This happened if GBDeflicker had ever been started 

without activating either the product or trial license. 

 Fixed: An error message text file was incorrectly stored on the root of the main hard drive with 

an unrecognizable name. 

 Fixed (Windows): A bug in the licensing software caused GBDeflicker to report an invalid license 

if running within an Adobe application on a drive other than C:. The message was “This 

application is configured for use on only one computer.” 

 Change: The histogram overlay is highlighted in white to make it more visible on dark 

backgrounds. 

2.0.7 (CS5) 
 Change: Implemented the GBDRegister utility to facilitate activation and management of trial 

and product licenses 

 Change: Created a new trial license, anyone can have a fresh 15-day free trial 

 Change: An error file is created in the ticket folder in the case that GBDeflicker fails to load into 

Premiere or After Effects. 

 Change (Windows) – can now install on drives other than C: 

 


